M A R K

P U K I T A’ S

DISRUPT

Agenda

D EFEND America from enemies, both foreign and domestic.
Tight border security. Peace through strength. A military that stokes fear in would-be opponents. Cyber defense and non-proliferation. Relentless
support of our friends (like Israel). Relentless pressure on our foes (like Iran). A rattlesnake’s mentality – avoid conflict, but when backed in a corner,
strike with deadly force. See and act on true “domestic enemies” who use violence and intimidation to destabilize from within.

I NSTILL values in education to create a great next generation of

Americans of all races and creeds.

Stop a culture that creates ignorant, indoctrinated, dependent, entitled sheep and restore a system that produces smart, critical-thinking, independent,
self-reliant patriots. Outlaw CRT and 1619. Embrace positive diversity. Stop comprehensive sex education and a sexual identity agenda. Teach hard work,
equality before the law, equal opportunity, citizenship and personal responsibility.

S AVE personal liberty.
Relentless support for our God-given and Constitutional rights, including the 1st, 2nd, 14th and other Amendments, as well as for personal liberty.
Relentless pressure on government and its officials who are not faithful to their duties to the Constitution.

R ESTORE morality and ethics with an all-out attack on the SWAMP,

deep state and big tech.

Start over on national intelligence and law enforcement. Treat big tech as public utilities. Fast track legal actions on government and official corruption.
Total transparency for citizens. Make politicians personally pay the penalties for court losses. Jail crooked politicians and their enablers. No kickbacks
from foreign aid. Term limits.

U NITE all in an “America First” vision from Washington DC to Main Street.
Citizens over illegals. America over China. Win/win relationships around the globe. A robust legal immigration program that attracts the best and
brightest. Level the playing field in trade. Human rights for workers everywhere. Energy independence in the USA with “all of the above.”

P ROTECT government of, for, and by the people starting with our elections.
Eliminate insecure voting. Demand voter ID. Insist on auditable paper ballots. Establish 3rd party independent audits (as businesses do). Reduce all
temptation to cheat. Stop ballot harvesting. Clean voter rolls. Audit software. Increase criminal penalties. Fast track cases.

T RANSFORM a government culture of entitlement, endless expansion,

waste, fraud, abuse, and dependency.

Stop printing money. Allow only means-tested handout programs. Stop omnibus spending bills. Eliminate entire departments. Benchmark to business.
Reset spending priorities. Break the “gimme” mindset. Restore the spirit of independence and self-respect.
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